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About Us

A1 Quality Instruments was established in the year 2003. We are one of the leading supplier of testing & measuring instruments required for quality control purpose. Our product range includes Ultrasonic Thickness Gauges, Coating Thickness Gauges, Hardness Testers, Gloss Meters, Moisture Meters, Packaging Testing Machines & Various Laboratory Equipments required for quality control. With extensive expertise & testing experience, we have been serving this industry from past 10 years. With our credentials and calibre, we have made a strong presence in the national as well as international markets.

Our testing instruments are used in research and development and quality control applications to test the strength, elasticity, durability & properties of materials including Rubber, Metal, Plastic, Textile, Composites, Ceramics, Paper, Wood, Medical Devices & Wires etc. Continuous innovations, highest precision and best quality characterize our worldwide demanded products. Through continuous customer focus & maintaining total transparency in our operations surely, we will also find the perfect solution for you. We look forward to get an opportunity to be registered under your approved supplier list in order to serve you better.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/a1quality-instruments/aboutus.html
WHITENESS METER

Whiteness Meter

Whiteness Meter

Whiteness Meter with powder presser

A1 Starch Powder Whiteness Meter

Products & Services
COATING THICKNESS GAUGE

Thickness Gauge

Minitest 650 Coating Thickness Gauge

Elektrophysik Minitest 650FN Coating Thickness Gauge

Elektrophysik dft meter Minitest
HARDNESS TESTER

Barcol Hardness Tester
Webster Hardness Tester W20
Digital Barcol Hardness Tester
W20 Webster Hardness Tester
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

- Whiteness Meter
- Belt Tension Meter A1 Quality Instruments
- Sonic Belt Tension Meter
- Force Gauge
FORCE GAUGE PUSHPULL GAUGE

Sundoo Push Pull Tester
Force Gauge

Push Pull Gauge

SH500 Sundoo Force Gauge

Sundoo Pushpull Gauge
Sundoo
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Waste Paper Bale moisture meter
- Powder Whiteness Meter
- White Paper Gloss Measurement Device
- TM550FN DFT Meter
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CONTACT US

A1 Quality Instruments
Contact Person: Shaista Patil

F-1/502, NARENDRA PARK, BASERA BUILDING, NAYA NAGAR, MIRA ROAD Naya Nagar, Mira Road East
Mumbai - 401107, Maharashtra, India

+91-8048557954
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